SURVEY DESIGN
Fostering a positive culture and climate in schools is essential to a successful school community.
It helps children feel safe, builds trust between parents and staff, and increases teacher efficacy.
ESP offers a comprehensive approach by enabling schools to collect valuable climate data
from all stakeholders while actively engaging students and teachers in culture and climate
transformation. ESP offers a variety of surveys, including nationally-normed, in-house, or
school-created surveys. Users can administer these surveys as anonymous or tracked and access
immediate reporting. Experienced Demonstrated Success trainers are available to help analyze
your data and create an actionable improvement plan.
CUSTOMIZABLE FORMS
Are you tired of chasing down permission slips? Searching through folders for RTI forms?
Are you looking for an improved process to track and approve professional development?
ESP helps your school operate more efficiently with features that:
Distribute, complete and store forms online.
Create anonymous or tracked surveys and permission slips.
Monitor completion of forms in real-time.
Aggregate responses, enabling you to analzye data for faster decision-making.
Request a Demo Today!
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At Demonstrated Success, we know that adopting new technologies in schools can be
overwhelming. That’s why our customer-friendly interface and tailored implementation support
are the cornerstones of ESP, our secure, cloud-based operational management system. Designed
for teachers by teachers, the Educator Success Platform (ESP) is not a student information or
learning management system. It is a unique system designed to streamline school operations.
ESP’s four features include: 1. online teacher evaluation 2. instructional rubric development
3. survey design and execution and 4. school form creation. ESP gives teachers and administrators
the gift of time because it efficiently organizes procedures that often take teachers away from
teaching and administrators away from their roles as instructional leaders. Schools can purchase a
bundled package or choose each feature “a la carte” to pay for just what is needed.
The system’s flexibility goes well beyond its pricing. In ESP, you can select a standard template,
easily edit an existing one, or create a new one from scratch. The system is adaptive and
expandable. As your school’s needs grow, ESP can reduce your reliance on multiple systems, saving
you both time and money.
ESP eases workflow and communication with all stakeholders, from administration to teachers to
student to parents. There’s no more pushing paper because all documents are safeguarded and
shared via email.

TEACHER EVALUATION
The evaluative feedback tool is as customizable and flexible as other ESP features. Whether
you use Charlotte Danielson, Robert Marzano, Kim Marshall, or another evaluative framework,
your formal and informal staff evaluations can all be completed with the easy-to-use, cloudbased Educator Success Platform. Simply work from an existing or self-created rubric, grab your
hand-held device and begin your walk-throughs. ESP can help you schedule classroom visits and
set up reminder notifications so that you don’t miss that essential time in classrooms. Teachers
can access their evaluations, include a response and ask colleagues to provide peer feedback.
Aggregate reports highlight performance trends across your entire organization to target
professional development and improve instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL RUBRICS
Autonomy is important to the art of teaching; however,
consistency, equity and structure are also essential to
increase validity of student learning. ESP can help with
that critical consistency by allowing users to create rubrics
for common grading and common best practices, such as:
Instructional feedback rubrics that help teachers
establish inter-rater reliability when they review student work
or assess student performance.
Teacher best practice rubrics that guide work such as PLC collaboration,
assessment development or intervention strategy implementation.
Informal classroom observation rubrics that can be leveraged for peer
or mentor observations.
Student facing rubrics that allow students to reflect on their work and capture
a student portfolio.
With all rubrics, the ESP system enables hover text to allow developers to provide examples or
descriptions for increased clarity and better reliability.

To request an ESP demo, visit
www.DemonstratedSuccess.com/ESP
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